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Objectives
Although the positive effects of woody root systems on slope stabilization were shown
many times (Nilaweera and Nutalaya 1999; Abernethy and Rutherfurd 2000; Norris
and Greenwood 2003; Danjon, Barker and al. 2007; Reubens, Poesen and al. 2007)
these conclusions are however not directly transposable with the cases of dykes.
Trees’ rooting in earth dykes generates two types of risks: internal erosion which is
related to root existence in earth embankments, and external erosion (slopes and crest)
which is often related to trees uprooting (Sorrel, Marks et al. 2005; Mériaux and Royet
2007). In order to characterize the incidence of woody root systems on the structure
and the durability of the embankment dykes, it is necessary to observe the characteristics of woody root systems for representative species (poplar, black locust, oak, ash,
maple).
Methods (short description)
The acquisition of knowledge on woody root systems architecture established on
dykes requires pulling up the trees. Thirty one stumps embedded on canal dykes of the
Rhone River (average slope of 30 - 50 %), were excavated with mechanical shovels.
Detailed observations and both manual and digital (with short range terrestrial laser

device) measurements of the architectural characteristics of the stumps were carried
out.
Results
Internal erosion risk
- the root structure depends on the tree species, stumps’ age, type of materials constituting the dyke (texture, structure, compaction, fertility), on the conditions for the
access to water and on trees’ position on dyke;
- a root typology was defined according to the architectural characteristics of the measured roots (length, rate of diameter decrease, branching);
- the presence of large horizontal roots crossing perpendicularly the embankment and
of large taproot respectively generates a risk of piping and the creation of sinkholes at
the time of roots decomposition.
Uprooting risk (qualitative results)
- root architecture is influenced by the slope: woody roots are generally concentrated
in upslope direction;
- the tapering root systems have a tearing-up strength clearly higher than the superficial
tracing root systems;
- a dense network of surface roots increases soil cohesion locally;
- roots’ tensile strength varies according to species: for the same diameter, the roots of
black locust are characterized by more elasticity while the roots of ashes break more
easily.
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